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Abstract: This paper proposed a fault-tolerant approach based on information fusion (IF) to
automatically locate the transient voltage disturbance source (TVDS) in smart distribution grids.
We first defined three credibility factors that will influence the reliability of the direction-judgments at
each power quality monitor (PQM). Then we proposed two rules of influence and a verification factor
for the distributed generation (DG) integration. Based on the two sets of direction-judgment criteria,
a novel decision-making method with fault tolerance based on the IF theory is proposed for automatic
location of the TVDS. Three critical schemes, including credibility fusion, conflict weakening, and
correction for DG integration, have been integrated in the proposed fusion method, followed by
a reliability evaluation of the location results. The proposed approach was validated on the IEEE
13-node test feeder, and the TVDS location results demonstrated the effectiveness and fault tolerance
of the IF based approach.
Keywords: transient voltage disturbance source; automatic location; direction-judgment;
fault tolerance; DG integration; information fusion

1. Introduction
With the increasing amount of sensitive loads and the rapid development of electrical power
market in smart distribution grids, the intelligent diagnosis of the power quality (PQ) has drawn
growing attention [1]. While the classification of PQ disturbance types has been the focus in many
fruitful studies [2–4], the accurate location of a power quality disturbance source remains a problem
less studied. Nevertheless, the location plays a critical role in determining the cause, responsibility,
and effective mitigation strategies [5]. According to statistics, transient voltage disturbance events,
mainly the voltage sag and voltage swell, account for the highest portion of disturbances compared
to other PQ events [6]. There is an urgent need for advanced approaches for automatic location of
transient voltage disturbance source (TVDS) in smart distribution grids.
With the recent progress in networked power quality monitoring system (NPQMS) [7], location
strategies of TVDS based on graph theory and matrix algorithm have been developed [5,8,9]. Compared
with other strategies based on pattern recognition and artificial intelligence [10–12], the former utilizes
power quality monitors (PQMs) for enhancements in the applicability to different types of TVDS
caused by various reasons, the consistency of accuracy with different grid sizes and structures, and the
simplicity without complicated training beforehand.
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There are two major tasks in the automatic location of the TVDS based on the graph theory and
matrix algorithm. The first task is the direction-judgment at each PQM. It determines the relative
positions between the TVDS and each PQM. In 2000, Parsons et al. first proposed the disturbance
power (DP) algorithm and the disturbance energy (DE) algorithm for voltage-sag events [13]. Improved
DE [14] and other algorithms based on different PQ disturbance features, e.g., instantaneous energy [15],
instantaneous voltage and current [16], have been published for the direction-judgment of TVDS.
However, there was a common weakness in the binary direction-judgments in these algorithms:
the judgments only indicate the TVDS locating in the UP or DOWN area with respect to each
PQM, which could be affected by many factors in a real distribution grid. However, there were
no metric to evaluate the reliability or credibility of these results numerically. Additionally, in the
smart distribution grid, an increasing number of distributed generators (DG) are being integrated,
which has demonstrated critical influences on the existing direction-judgment algorithms [17,18].
The second task in automatic location of the TVDS is to determine the location of the TVDS
based on the direction-judgment in the whole NPQMS. Enabled by the theory of fault-location in
power grids, the matrix-based approach was first proposed by Won et al. [8], which integrated all the
direction-judgments and the topological information of the PQMs for the final location. Several studies
have tried to improve its performance or reduced the implementation cost [9,19]; the concept of virtual
PQM was also introduced [9] to handle incomplete PQM installation. However, these traditional
matrix-based methods lack the fault-tolerant capability: if any direction misjudgment exists in the
NPQMS, the location result of the TVDS would become incorrect. The accuracy of the final location
result depends on the absolutely reliable direction-judgments at every PQM, which is hard to guarantee
in practice. To address this issue, the disturbance measure (DM) utilized the disturbance intensity
to acquire both the direction and quantity of the transient voltage disturbance signal [20], but the
disturbance intensity is only one of many influence factors that need to be considered. In [17,21],
the sensitivity and impact of the DG integration were considered, but the mechanism and rules behind
the influence of DG remained to be further explained.
To locate the TVDS with better reliability and accuracy in the smart distribution grid, the following
information can be utilized: (1) the credibility of direction-judgment corresponding to different
influence factors should be integrated; (2) the influence of DG integration to direction-judgment should
be verified and corrected; (3) multiple applicable criteria of direction-judgment for one same type of
TVDS could be integrated as multi-evidences fusion; and (4) other important information, such as grid’s
topology, PQ measured data, layout of PQMs, and parameters of gird’s components, among others,
should be integrated for PQ information completing and correlating. Considering these multi-source
information and evidences with different properties, the existing matrix-based methodologies for
TVDS location cannot provide good performance. Information fusion (IF) techniques [22] can improve
the decision-making process in an uncertain environment by the fused information with correlative
and integrative properties.
In this paper, we first analyze the influence of the multiple factors to the reliability of the
direction-judgment at each PQM in the NPQMS. Then, an improved fault-tolerant approach based on
the IF techniques is proposed to locate the TVDS for DG integrated smart distribution grid. The main
contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
1.

2.

Three credibility factors are developed to denote quantitatively the reliability of the
direction-judgment of TVDS at each PQM considering multiple influence factors, including the
disturbance intensity and the fluctuation characteristic of transient voltage disturbance signals,
and estimation errors at the virtual PQMs.
Two influence rules of DG integration on the direction-judgments are proposed. The rules can be
used to verify whether mistake or reliability weakening takes place in direction-judgment at each
PQM in typical scenarios. It is the basis to correct the fault location of TVDS caused by the DG
integration in the subsequent decision-making.
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An improved fault-tolerant approach, based on the IF techniques is proposed to automatically
locate the TVDS for DG integrated smart grid. Three critical schemes, including multi-credibilities
fusion and multi-evidences fusion, credibility weakening of conflict points, and correction for DG
integration, have been integrated for consideration in the proposed fusion method. Simulation
results demonstrate that the proposed approach has significantly improved fault-tolerant
capability and good applicability for various types of TVDS.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the limitation of the existing
methods and the overall framework of the proposed approach. Section 3 provides the detailed
analysis about the credibility factors that may affect the direction-judgments. Section 4 describes
the decision-making strategy for the automatic location of the TVDS based on multi-evidence fusion
theory, with consideration of the DG integration. Section 5 sets up simulation models and analyzes
experimental results. Section 6 draws some conclusions.
2. Overview of the Methodology
2.1. Limitation of Existing Matrix-Based Methods
To automatically locate the TDVS in a distribution network, existing matrix-based methods [5,8,9]
first generate the coverage-matrix CL× N and the direction-matrix D N ×1 , where L and N are the total
numbers of the lines and the monitors, respectively. CL× N denotes the relative directions between
each line and each PQM in the grid, and D N ×1 denotes the relative directions between the TVDS and
each PQM when disturbance event happens. Their elements are illustrated in Equations (1) and (2).
Then the result-matrix R L×1 can be obtained by R L×1 = [r1 , r2 , ..., r L ] T = CL× N × D N ×1 . If there exists
R j = max {r1 , r2 , ..., r L } = N, the line L j corresponding to r j is determined as the location of the TVDS.
(
c ji =
(
di =

+1, i f
−1, i f

+1, i f
−1, i f

L j is in DOWN-area of PQMi
L j is in UP-area of PQMi

(1)

TVDS is in DOWN-area of PQMi
TVDS is in UP-area of PQMi

(2)

Although the traditional matrix-based methods are fairly convenient to indicate the relative
directions and locate the TVDS, there are several critical drawbacks which lead to the absence of the
fault-tolerant capability:
•

•
•

The signed binary integers (i.e., +1 or −1) of direction judgments cannot measure the reliability
of results. Factors contributing to certain level of errors in the direction judging process include
disturbance intensity, fluctuation characteristic of the PQ disturbance signals, data missing or
errors in acquisition, and nodes without actual PQMs.
The significant influences of DG integration on the direction-judgment are not considered,
which may lead to an error in the location result of the TVDS in certain situations.
The traditional matrix-based methods cannot comprehensively utilize multi-evidences
and multi-credibilities in location algorithms for decision-making, especially when some
direction-judgments are contradictory among different algorithms or incorrect due to
DG integration.

To illustrate the limitation of the traditional matrix-based methods, Figure 1 shows the topology
of a simple radial distribution system. Assuming that for cost considerations, there is no actual PQM
installed at L5 and L9 . Consider, as an example, a voltage-sag event occurs at L5 and only one direction
misjudgment takes place at either M3 or M6 . Using the matrix-based method shown in Figure 2,
the coverage-matrix C and either of the two partially incorrect direction-matrixes D will be generated.
However, as shown in the result-matrixes R, in both cases the matrix-based method will fail to locate
correctly the preset TVDS at L5 .
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Figure 1. Topology of a simple grid and definition of DOWN/UP area.

Figure 2. Failure in TVDS location with one direction misjudgment.

2.2. Framework of the Proposed Approach
An overview of the framework of the proposed fault-tolerant location approach for TVDS based
on IF is shown in Figure 3. The preliminary modules in this framework during the pre-process are
shown in white boxes, while the modules for the proposed approach are shown in orange boxes.

Figure 3. Overall framework of the proposed approach.

There are three basic components in the NPQMS, including all the monitors installed at the lines,
the communication network and the IF center. First, the PQMs are responsible for disturbance PQ
signals acquisition, features extraction, and disturbances identification. Then, the most important
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data-processing tasks, such as information correlating, information completing, and intelligent
decision-making, will be executed in the IF center. Due to economic concerns and technical issues in
practice, the PQ information in the NPQMS is often incomplete [23,24], and the information completing
module is thereby set up to solve this problem with the technique of PQ state estimation. As the
data center of the NPQMS, the integrated data platform need to collect and store all kinds of data,
such as the acquisition and analysis data from the PQMs, the topological structure and components
parameters of the grid, the layout information of the PQMs, the complete data from state estimation,
the process data and results of decision-making, etc.
After the pre-process, four key modules in the focus of this paper at the IF center are:
•

•
•

•

Credibility factors module: to measure the reliability of direction-judgment at each PQM
with consideration of multiple credibility factors, including disturbance intensity, fluctuation
characteristic and state estimation.
DG verification module: to analyze the influences of DG integration on the direction-judgment,
deduce the influence rules, and define the verification factor.
Fusion credibility module: to obtain the fusion credibility of the direction-judgments based on
Dempster-Shafer evidence theory, with integrated considering of multi-credibilities fusion and
multi-evidences fusion.
Decision-making module: to automatically locate the TVDS for DG integrated smart grid with
satisfying fault-tolerant capability.
Each of the four modules will be described in the sections below.

3. Credibility of Direction-Judgement
To transient voltage disturbance event, both the polarity of the initial peak of the DP and the
polarity of the final DE value can be taken as the criteria of the direction-judgment between the
TVDS and each PQM. The DP is the difference in the total instantaneous power and the steady-state
instantaneous power, and the DE is the integral of the DP representing the change in energy flow
through the PQM due to the disturbance. In this paper, we develop a new credibility metric of
direction-judgment to properly measure the influences caused by those factors. The metric includes
the relative direction between the TVDS and each PQM used in the existing matrix-based methods,
and adds the credibility of direction-judgments in various cases. Taking two typical criteria, i.e., the DP
and DE algorithms, for example, three credibility factors are defined as follows. The following factors
are valid to both voltage sag and voltage swell caused by all kinds of TVDS.
3.1. Credibility Factor for Disturbance Intensity
Voltage disturbance signals are the basis of all direction-judgment algorithms for the TVDS.
In general, the disturbance signals at PQMs that are distant from the TVDS are relatively weaker due to
line loss and bypass flow. The DG integration can also alter the intensity in certain subareas. With the
same noise condition, the direction misjudgment is also more likely to occur under the weaker transient
voltage disturbance signals. It is the major factor that affects the credibility of the direction-judgment.
Suppose that a voltage-sag event caused by a single-phase grounding fault occurs at L6 in
Figure 1, where a Gaussian white noise (GWN) with the same intensity is added. As shown in
Figure 4, the impacts of the GWN on the direction-judgment are different at M4 and M8 . Figure 4a,b
show that only the disturbance signals be changed slightly at M4 , but the direction-judgment is not
affected. Meanwhile, the PQ disturbance intensity at M8 was quite weak, and thus we observed the
misjudgment caused by this noise as shown in Figure 4c,d.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4. Effects on direction-judgments with different disturbance intensities. (a) DP at M4 ; (b) DE at
M4 ; (c) DP at M8 ; (d) DE at M8 .

To measure the effect of the transient voltage disturbance intensity with consideration to the
two direction-judgment algorithms (DP and DE) [13,14], the credibility factor αv,i of disturbance
intensity is defined as:
(
αv,i =

1,
p

k v,i + 1 −

if
√ 
θ1 , i f

k v,i > θ1
0 ≤ k v,i ≤ θ1

(3)

in which

k v,i = |∆Fv (i )| |∆Fv,max |

(4)

1

1

0.8

0.8

0.6

0.6

θ3=0.8

βv,i

αv,i

where v is a criteria indicator: v = 1 is for the DP algorithm and v = 2 is for the DE algorithm. θ1 is
a threshold value less than 1, and the two square roots in Equation (4) prevent αi from being too
small and transform the piecewise function to be a continuous function, respectively. ∆Fv (i ) is the
characteristic value of the transient voltage disturbance signal at PQMi and ∆Fv,max is the maximum
among all ∆Fv (i ). ∆F1 (i ) is the initial peak value of the DP signal and ∆F2 (i ) is the stable final value
√
of the DE signal. As shown in Figure 5a, the range of αv,i is set as (1 − θ1 ) ≤ αv,i ≤ 1, and there is
a strong positive correlation between αv,i and k v,i .

θ1=0.8

0.4

θ =0.7
1

0.2
0
0

0.4

0.2

0.4

κv,i

(a)

0.6

0.8

β1,i, si=1
β1,i, si=−1

θ2=0.5

β2,i, si=−1

0.2

1

0
0

β2,i, si=1

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

qi

(b)

Figure 5. Distribution characteristics αv,i of and β v,i . (a) αv,i with θ1 = 0.8 or θ1 = 0.7; (b) β v,i with
θ2 = 0.5 and θ3 = 0.8.
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3.2. Credibility Factor for Fluctuation Characteristics
The fluctuation characteristics of the transient voltage disturbance signals could differ significantly,
which shall be taken into consideration when calculating the possibility of direction misjudgment.
Compared to the DP signal which yields more intense fluctuation, the DE signal is more stable in
the presence of a voltage transient disturbance. According to [13], the threshold value, i.e., 0.8, is the
empirical preference between the two algorithms. Namely, if the final value of DE is greater than or
equal to 80% of the peak excursion of DE during the event, then disturbance direction is determined
by the DE algorithm; otherwise, the direction is determined by the DP algorithm.
The polarity fluctuation of the disturbance signal is also related to the credibility of
direction-judgment. If the DP signal fluctuates frequently between the positive and negative polarities,
the DE signal may fail to keep a strict monotonicity; the polarities between the final and initial peak DE
values may even be reversed. In either case, its credibility should be reduced. As an example, Figure 6
shows the DE signals detected at M7 and M3 when a voltage-sag event takes place at L7 in Figure 1
caused by capacitors switching. A direction misjudgment will occur at M3 because of its distance from
the TVDS that weakens the DE signal and leads to a failure of strict monotonicity.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Effects on direction-judgments from different fluctuation characteristics. (a) DE signal at M7 ;
(b) DE signal at M3 .

According to the two laws for direction-judgment shown in [13], two new variables qi and si can
be defined to represent the characteristics of fluctuation intensity and monotonicity:
qi = |∆ER (i )/∆EPE (i )|

(5)

si = sgn [∆E I (i ) · ∆ER (i )]

(6)

where ∆E I (i ) and ∆ER (i ) are the initial peak value and final value of DE signal at PQMi , respectively;
∆EPE (i ) is the peak excursion of DE signal during the PQ disturbance event at PQMi . If qi ≥ 0.8, the DE
algorithm is more credible; otherwise, the DP algorithm is more credible. Meanwhile, if the polarity
of the initial peak of the DP matches that of the final DE value (i.e., si = 1 ), the direction-judgment
should be assigned with higher credibility; otherwise, if si = −1, the credibility of direction-judgment
should be reduced.
To measure the effect of fluctuation characteristics on the transient voltage disturbance signals,
the corresponding credibility factors β v,i are defined as:

β v,i


− θ2
[1 − 10.2
(qi − 0.8) , 1],



 [θ − θ3 −θ2 (q − 0.8)
, θ3 ],
3
i
0.2
= [ β 1,i , β 2,i ] =
1− θ2

[
1
,
q
+
θ
]
,
2

0.8 i


− θ2
[θ3 , θ30.8
q i + θ2 ],

if
if
if
if

qi
qi
qi
qi

≥ 0.8 ∩ si
≥ 0.8 ∩ si
< 0.8 ∩ si
< 0.8 ∩ si

=1
= −1
=1
= −1

(7)
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where θ2 determines the minimum of β v,i , and θ3 determines the maximum of β v,i when si = −1.
If si = 1, β v,i ∈ [θ2 , 1]; if si = −1, β v,i ∈ [θ2 , θ3 ]. Considering that the fluctuation characteristics of
the voltage disturbance signal is also a factor in the credibility of the direction-judgment, we have
refined the range of θ2 as θ2 ∈ [0.4, 0.6] and θ2 < θ3 < 1. Figure 5b shows the general distribution
characteristics of β 1,i and β 2,i in the case that we set θ2 = 0.5 and θ3 = 0.8.
3.3. Credibility Factor for State Estimation
To obtain the credibility factors αv,i and β v,i at each node, the minimal requirement of actual
PQM installment is to satisfy the complete observability of the power quality information in the
NPQMS. With the optimal placement of the PQMs [19], the missing or erroneous PQ information
can be completed reasonably with data from state estimation [23,24] and taken as data collected from
a “virtual” PQM, such as M5 and M9 shown in Figure 1. However, due to the estimation errors,
the credibility of direction-judgments at the virtual PQMs should be reduced. Therefore, the credibility
of state estimation χv,i is adopted as an additional factor to the major credibility factor αv,i .
According to the theory of uncertainty in measurement [25], the concept uncertainty of estimation
is defined to reflect the possible distribution range of the estimation error and can be considered as the
error limit under certain confidence probability. A relative deviation index di can be defined as:
di =

hi,z1 ( x1 ) − hi,z2 ( x2 )
Ui ( p)

(8)

where Ui ( p) is the expanded uncertainty with the confidence probability p at virtual monitor Mi .
x1 and x2 are the state estimation results for one same state variable at Mi based on two different actual
measuring points z1 and z2 , and hi,z1 ( x1 ) and hi,z2 ( x2 ) are their corresponding measurement functions.
A larger di means larger deviation between the two estimation results, and thus a lower credibility
should be assigned. Mi can be considered as a normal estimation point if |di | ≤ 1, or an abnormal
estimation point if |di | ≥ λ, or suspected estimation point if 1 < |di | < λ.
A feasible credibility function should satisfy the following requirements: the function should
be continuous and smooth; if |di | ≤ 1, the credibility of the state estimation at Mi should become
saturated and close to 1; if |di | ≥ λ, the credibility of the state estimation at Mi should be close to 0;
if 1 < |di | < λ, the credibility should decrease sharply.
To measure the effect of the state estimation, the credibility factor χv,i is defined as:
(
χv,i =

1,
max { f (di ), 0.5} ,

if
if

ρi = 0
ρi = 1

(9)

in which
f (di ) = 1 − [ g (di ) + g (−di )]
g ( di ) =

1
2k
λ

λ
1 + e [di +(1+ 2 )]

(10)
(11)

where PQMi is an actual measuring point if ρi = 0 and a virtual measuring point if ρi = 1.
According to [25], k is a real number between 2 to 5, and λ is a natural number between 2 to 6.
Figure 7 shows the distribution characters of f (di ) with different λ and k. The drop of f (di )
is mainly determined by the parameter choice of λ. When λ is fixed, the credibility values at the
middle point, i.e., |di | = 2, are the same despite different values of k. Meanwhile, the credibility
values at another critical point, i.e., |di | = 1, is significantly influenced by different k. Considering the
requirements of the credibility function and the distribution characters of f (di ), this paper considers
the choice of λ = 2 and k = 3. We also have χ1,i = χ2,i where χv,i in the range of χv,i ∈ [0.5, 1].
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Figure 7. Curves of f (di ) with different λ and k.

4. DG Verification of Direction-Judgement
In the smart distribution grid with DG integration, a traditional radial network with single
power supply turns into a multi-source system, causing a significant variation in the power flow
distribution [26,27]. Thus, the transient voltage disturbance intensity at each PQM may be affected,
and direction misjudgments can take place in certain situation. Although the voltage sag events are
used to demonstrate the influence of DG integration on TVDS, it is worth noting that the following
analysis procedure and rules can also be applied to voltage swell caused by energy injection by simply
reversing the polarity of the parameters.
4.1. Influence Rules of DG Integration
To analyze the general influence of the DG integration, we first transform the grid shown in
Figure 1 to a scalable topology as shown in Figure 8. The partial networks Na ∼ Nd represent any
sub-networks with tree structure, which makes this model scalable for grids with radial structure.
Moreover, we assume that one DG is connected to the grid at B4 and a voltage-sag event F takes place
at L1 .

Figure 8. Scalable grid model with DG integration.

In Figure 8, we introduced the following notions: (1) ( A_B) denotes the path from arbitrary
component A to B in the grid; (2) Link (G− DG) is the link between G and DG, i.e., ( G_L1 _L2 _L5 _DG );
(3) Link ( F− DG) is the link between DG and TVDS, i.e., ( F_L2 _L5 _DG ); (4) Bus( F− DG) is the bus
connected to TVDS at the side of DG; and (5) NFi is the current-dividing network that includes
all the partial networks and lines between Bus( F− DG) and PQMi . In addition, ∆Pi and ∆Ei are the
DP and DE values at PQMi , ∆UF and ∆UB2 are the voltage variations at F and bus B2 in Figure 8
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during the voltage-sag event, ∆EF is the DE value at TVDS, ∆PFB and ∆EFB are the DP and DE values
transmitted from TVDS to Bus( F− DG) , and ∆PFi and ∆EFi are the DP and DE values absorbed by NFi .
For the scalable topology shown in Figure 8, we can further distinguish it into different scenarios:
•
•
•
•
•

Scenario 1: F is on Link (G− DG) , PQMi is on Link ( F− DG) , |∆PFi | > |∆PFB |, and |∆EFi | > |∆EFB |.
Scenario 2: F is on Link (G− DG) , PQMi is on Link ( F− DG) , but |∆PFi | < |∆PFB | and |∆EFi | < |∆EFB |.
Scenario 3: F is on Link (G− DG) , but PQMi is not on Link ( F− DG) .
Scenario 4: F is not on Link (G− DG) , and F is on the branch of Link (G− DG) in the UP-area of DG.
Scenario 5: F is not on Link (G− DG) , and F is in the DOWN-area of DG.

(1) Scenario 1 and Scenario 2
In Scenario 1 and 2, since voltage sag is an energy-absorbing disturbance, we have ∆EF > 0,
∆UF < 0 and ∆UB2 < 0. The power flow at L1 could be positive or negative for the DG integration.
But in either situation, we have ∆Pb < 0, ∆PFB < 0, ∆Eb < 0 and ∆EFB < 0. Based on the energy
conservation law at B2 , we can obtain ∆P2 = ∆PFB − ∆Pb and ∆E2 = ∆EFB − ∆Eb . Given that Nb is
actually NF2 , two cases of the DP and DE algorithms of direction-judgment at M2 can be deduced as:
(
∆P2 =
(
∆E2 =

> 0 ( DOW N − area), i f
< 0 (UP − area),
if

|∆PF2 | > |∆PFB |
|∆PF2 | < |∆PFB |

(12)

> 0 ( DOW N − area), i f
< 0 (UP − area),
if

|∆EF2 | > |∆EFB |
|∆EF2 | < |∆EFB |

(13)

The direction-judgment at M2 will be incorrect if |∆PF2 | > |∆PFB | or |∆EF2 | > |∆EFB |. The same
observation applies for the result obtained at B3 , and two possible direction-judgments at M5 can be
obtained according to the components of NF5 shown in Figure 8. The direction-judgment at M5 will be
wrong if |∆PF5 | > |∆PFB | or |∆EF5 | > |∆EFB |.
The scalable topology shown in Figure 8 can represent arbitrary distribution grid with a tree
topology and single-DG integration. Subsequently, we can conclude the first influence rule of DG
integration in direction-judgment as follows:
First influence rule: the direction-judgment at PQMi is wrong and should be reversed if the TVDS
is on Link (G− DG) , PQMi is on Link ( F− DG) , and |∆PFi | > |∆PFB | for DP signal or |∆EFi | > |∆EFB | for
DE signal.
In the following discussion of Scenario 3 to 5, we will use the DE algorithm as an example to
analyze the influence of DG integration for the direction-judgment.
(2) Scenario 3
In Scenario 3, there exist ∆EF > 0, ∆UB1 < 0, ∆UB2 < 0, ∆UB3 < 0, and ∆UB4 < 0 when the
voltage-sag occurs at F. Considering the effect of voltage stability of the DG integration, there also
0 |, | ∆U | < | ∆U 0 |, | ∆U | < | ∆U 0 | and | ∆U | < | ∆U 0 |, where ∆U 0 , ∆U 0 ,
exist |∆UB1 | < |∆UB1
B2
B3
B4
B2
B3
B2
B4
B1
0 and ∆U 0 are the variable values of voltage at the buses B , B , B and B if there has no DG
∆UB3
2
3
1
4
B4
integration, respectively. Except for the PQMs on Link (G− DG) , the variations of the DE values of the
PQMs in the UP-area of TVDS (e.g., M1 , M a ), on the branch of Link ( F− DG) (e.g., M3 , Mc ) and in the
DOWN-area of DG (e.g., Md ), can be summarized as:

0 < ∆E1 < ∆E10




0

 ∆Ea < ∆Ea < 0
∆E30 < ∆E3 < 0


 ∆Ec0 < ∆Ec < 0



∆Ed0 < ∆Ed < 0

( DOW N − area)
(UP − area)
(UP − area)
(UP − area)
(UP − area)

(14)

where ∆E10 , ∆Ea0 , ∆E30 , ∆Ec0 and ∆Ed0 are the variations of the DE values at M1 , M a , M3 , Mc and Md if
there has no DG integration, respectively.
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In Figure 8, the given TVDS (i.e., F) is in the UP-area of M a , M3 , Mc and Md , while in the
DOWN-area of M1 . Therefore, the results of direction-judgment at all the PQMs except for those are
on Link (G− DG) are correct in this scenario, but only their disturbance intensities could be affected.
(3) Scenario 4 and Scenario 5
In Scenario 4, the simplified scalable topology of Figure 8 is shown in Figure 9a, where we have
∆EF > 0, ∆UB2 < 0 and ∆UB4 < 0 when the voltage-sag occurs at F. Considering the effect of voltage
0 | and | ∆U | < | ∆U 0 |. The variations
stability of the DG integration, there also exist |∆UB2 | < |∆UB2
B4
B4
of the DE values at the PQMs in this scenario are:


0 < ∆E1 < ∆E10 ( DOW N − area)


 0 < ∆E < ∆E0 ( DOW N − area)
b
b
(15)
0 < ∆E < 0 (UP − area )

∆E
2

2


∆Ed0 < ∆Ed < 0 (UP − area)
where ∆Eb0 , ∆E20 are the variations of the DE values at Mb and M2 if there has no DG
integration, respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Simplified topologies in (a) Scenario 4 and (b) Scenario 5.

In Figure 9a, the given TVDS (i.e., F) is in the UP-area of M2 and Md , while in the DOWN-area of
M1 and Mb . Therefore, the results of direction-judgment at all the PQMs are correct in this scenario,
but the disturbance intensities could be affected.
In Scenario 5, the simplified scalable topology is shown in Figure 9b. The partial network Nd is
expanded to two sub-networks (i.e., Ne and N f ), and G and DG can be regarded as one equivalent
0 |. The variations of the DE values at the PQMs in this
source. Similarly, we have |∆UB4 | < |∆UB4
scenario can be deduced as:

0

 0 < ∆E3 < ∆E3 ( DOW N − area)
0
(16)
∆Ee < ∆Ee < 0 (UP − area)

 0 < ∆E < ∆E0 ( DOW N − area)
4
4
where ∆Ee0 , ∆E40 are the variations of the DE values at Me and M4 if there has no DG integration,
respectively.
In Figure 9b, the given TVDS (i.e., F) is in the UP-area of Me and the DOWN-area of M3 and
M4 . Therefore, the results of direction-judgment at all the PQMs are correct in this scenario, but the
disturbance intensities could be affected.
Combining the analyses of Scenario 2, Scenario 3, Scenario 4, and Scenario 5, we can derive the
second influence rule of DG integration in direction-judgment:
Second influence rule: in cases other than state in the first rule, only the intensity of transient
voltage disturbance is influenced by the DG integration; the signs of the direction-judgments
remain unaffected.
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Based on the above analysis, comprehensive simulation tests of the disturbance signals have been
carried out to validate the two influence rules. Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the comparative case studies
of Scenario 1. It has been demonstrated that the reversal of the direction-judgments agrees with the
first influence rule of DG integration. As the other scenarios will not result in direction misjudgment,
the figures of the disturbance signals are not shown herein.
•
•

Case 1: F is on Link (G− DG) , PQMi is on Link ( F− DG) , |∆PFi | > |∆PFB | and |∆EFi | > |∆EFB |.
Case 2: same F and PQMi as Case 1 without DG integration.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 10. Disturbance signals for Case 1: (a) voltage and current at F; (b) DP signal (c) DE signal.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 11. Disturbance signals for Case 2: (a) voltage and current at F; (b) DP signal; (c) DE signal.

It should be noted that a distribution grid with a circular topology or multiple DGs integration
are more challenging due to the direction change of the power flow and the identification of the related
links. While the proposed method is robust to different internal structures of the tree-like distribution
grid and positions of the DG connected, further investigations should be conducted for more dynamic
topology and DG configurations in practice.
4.2. Verification Factor for DG Integration
The first influence rule of DG integration cannot be directly utilized as the other factors because
the TVDS location is unknown in advance. Instead, it can be used to verify the accuracy of the primary
location result of the TVDS if the location is on Link (G− DG) . To achieve this goal, we define the
partial-DE as follows:
p

∆Ej = ∆Ej − ∆ELj − Σ∆Eout
j

(17)

where ∆ELj is the DE loss at L j , ∑ ∆Eout
is the total DE value of all outgoing branches connected to the
j
p

nearest bus at the DOWN-area of L j . As an example, the components of ∆E5 at L5 has been shown
in Figure 8.
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p

p

By definition, ∆Ej = ∆EF if the TVDS is at L j ; otherwise, ∆Ej will be close to zero. Therefore,
for any L j on Link (G− DG) , a partial verification factor δj is defined as:
(
δj =

−1, if L j ∈ Link(G− DG) and p j = 1
+1, otherwise

(18)

in which
p

p j = ∆Ej
p

.

p

∆Emax

(19)

p

where ∆Emax is the maximum among all ∆Ej on Link (G− DG) . If the primary location result is on
Link (G− DG) , δj will be used for verification and correction, and only the line L j corresponding to
δj = −1 will be trusted as the actual TVDS.
5. Location Based on Information Fusion
5.1. Credibility Fusion and Conflict Weakening
The basic process of credibility fusion and conflict weakening is shown in Figure 12. The D-S
evidence theory is adopted to realize the multi-credibilities fusion and the multi-evidences fusion.
The details are introduced as follows.

Figure 12. Basic process of credibility fusion with conflict weakening.

5.1.1. Basic Probability Assignment Function
In the D-S evidence theory, a discernment frame Θ defines a set that includes the basic focus
elements corresponding to all of the possible decision results. For any focal element P ⊆ Θ, the mass
function m( P) in Equation (17) can be taken as the prototype of the basic probability assignment
function (BPAF).

 ∑ m( P) = 1, m( P) ≥ 0
P⊆Θ
(20)
 m(∅) = 0
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As for the decision goal of the TVDS location, supposing that each PQMi in the NPQMS is
numbered as gi , we can construct Θ = { gi |i = 1, 2, ..., N }, where N is the total number of all the actual
and virtual PQMs.
Considering both the DP algorithm and the DE algorithm as the criteria of direction-judgment for
the TVDS, their respective integrated credibility factor ωv (i ) of the direction-judgment at PQMi can be
obtained by:
ωv (i ) = αv,i · β v,i · χv,i

(21)

where v is the same criteria indication defined before (i.e. v = 1 is for the DP algorithm and v = 2 is
for the DE algorithm).
The BPAF for both criteria are expressed as:

N

 ω ∗ (i ) = ω (i ) / ∑
ω v ( i ),
v
v
m v ( gi ) =
i =1

0,

gi ∈ Θ

(22)

gi = ∅

5.1.2. Credibility Fusion Based on D-S Evidence Theory
For the TVDS location, the direction-judgments from the two criteria can be taken as two different
evidences, and each of them has respective BPAF and complete direction-matrix Dv,N ×1 . D1,N ×1
and D2,N ×1 can be generated by Equation (2) according to the DP algorithm and the DE algorithm,
respectively. Therefore, two groups of basic credibilities containing both the direction-judgment
information and the credibility information can be constructed as:
(


m(Oi ) : m1 ( g1 ) d1,1 , ..., m1 g N d1,N

m(Γi ) : m2 ( g1 ) d2,1 , ..., m2 g N d2,N

(23)

where Oi and Γi are the focal elements of the two BPAF, d1,i and d2,i are the row elements of D1,N ×1 and
D2,N ×1 , respectively. m1 ( gi ) and m2 ( gi ) are the values of the BPAF corresponding to the two criteria.
D-S evidence theory can be used to obtain the fusion credibility of these two criteria. However,
in some cases, the direction-judgments based on the two criteria at a given PQM may be conflict (i.e.,
d1,i 6= d2,i ), in which the evidence combination rule of traditional D-S theory is unable to address
evidence data with different signs. To solve this problem, an improved evidence combination rule
is proposed:

s 1 ( K τ ) −1

∑ |m(Oi )m(Γi )| ,


Pi =Oi ∩Γi

m( Pi ) =
s 2 ( K τ ) −1
∑ |m(Oi )m(Γi )| ,


Pi =Oi ∩Γi


0,
in which
Kτ = 1 − K = 1 −

∑

Oi ∩ Γ i = φ

s1 = sgn [m(Oi )] ,

s1 = s2 or

{ s1 6 = s2 , k m ≥ 1}

s1 6 = s2 , k m < 1

(24)

Pi = φ

|m(Oi )m(Γi )|

s2 = sgn [m(Γi )]


k m = |m(Oi )| |m(Γi )|

(25)

(26)
(27)

where K ∈ [0, 1) is the conflict factor between the two focal elements Oi and Γi , and Pi is the intersection
of Oi and Γi . In this way, the sign of the fusion credibility m( Pi ) is either s1 or s2 if the signs of m(Oi )
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and m(Γi ) are consistent; otherwise, the sign of m( Pi ) is determined by the one with the greater
absolute value.
5.1.3. Strategy of Conflict Weakening
In general, the multi-evidence fusion can obtain more comprehensive and reliable
direction-judgments [28]. But once a conflict point of direction-judgment (i.e., s1 6= s2 ) with a strong
credibility is observed at a PQM, it is necessary to reduce its fusion credibility to weaken its effect on
the TVDS location. To this end, we propose a strategy of conflict weakening as follows:
•
•

•

•

Step 1: Sort the set M = {m( Pi )|i = 1, 2, ..., N } by the absolute values |m( Pi )| in descending order,
and generate a new subset Ms ⊂ M with the elements ranking in the top 30% of M.
Step 2: Check all the values of m(Oi ) and m(Γi ) corresponding to the elements in Ms . If there
exists any conflict points, mark their fusion credibility and proceed to Step 3; otherwise, jump to
Step 4.
Step 3: Reduce the marked fusion credibility by 20% and distribute the total reduced credibility
to those monitors that are not conflict points in {m( Pi )|i = 1, 2, ..., N } with the principle of
equipartition. Then go back to Step 1 and repeat.
Step 4: Output the final set M of the modified fusion credibility {m0 ( Pi )|i = 1, 2, ..., N }.

The parameter choices here (i.e., the 30% and 20%) are determined empirically. According to the
steps for the strategy of conflict weakening, if the parameter in Step 1 is set too large or the parameter
in Step 3 is set too small, the efficiency of the strategy will be reduced. If the parameter in Step 1 is
set too small, the effectiveness of the strategy is hard to be guaranteed, because some conflict points
with relatively high credibility may not be selected into the subset Ms for credibility weakening. If the
parameter in Step 3 is set too large, the variation of the fusion credibility may be greater than expected.
Therefore, the two parameter choices are given as a trade-off between efficiency and effectiveness of
the conflict weakening. In practice, they can also be adjusted appropriately to adapt to different actual
application scenarios.
5.2. Decision-Making and DG Verification
According to the modified fusion credibility {m0 ( Pi )|i = 1, 2, ..., N }, the fusion direction-matrix
can be constructed with di0 = m0 ( Pi ). Similarly to the existing matrix-based location methods,
the fusion result-matrix can be obtained as:
D 0N ×1

R0L×1 = CL× N · D 0

N ×1

(28)

The basic process of the decision-making and verification of the TVDS location is shown in
Figure 13. In the general case without DG integration, the line L j corresponding to the row element
r 0j = max {r10 , r20 , ..., r 0L } is the location result of the TVDS. But due to the DG integration, this primary
location result will be incorrect if L j is on Link (G− DG) .
According to the first rule of influence and the partial verification factor δj in Equation (15),
we proposed the following verification and correction process to obtain the adjusted location result of
the TVDS in the partial area of Link (G− DG) .
•
•
•
•

p

Step 1: Calculate ∆Ej and δj for all lines on Link (G− DG) .
Step 2: If δj = +1 for L j (the primary location result), go to Step 3; otherwise, let δj0 = δj and
jump to Step 4.
Step 3: Check all δj calculated in Step 1, and mark the one whose value equals to −1 as δj0 .
Step 4: Mark the line L j0 corresponding to δj0 as the adjusted location result of the TVDS.
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Figure 13. Basic process of decision-making and verification.

5.3. Reliability Evaluation of Location Result
To evaluate the reliability of the location result of the TVDS, we utilize the concordance index
of multiple evidence sources [29] for the two groups of basic credibilities. Meanwhile, the errors and
conflict points in direction-judgment shall reduce the reliability of the location result, especially when
these points are on Link (G− F) , the link from G to TVDS and the branches in its DOWN-area. Based on
the above considerations, the reliability coefficient H is defined as:

(
H = exp

N

∑

h

− (m1 ( gi ) − m2 ( gi ))2

i =1

in which



 1.5,
ni0 =
1,

 0,


 2,
ρi =
1.5,

 1,

if
if
otherwise
if
if
if

i

)

N



ρi · ni0 

∑


· 1 − i =1

N





PQMi is a misjudgment point
PQMi is a conflict point

PQMi is in the DOWN-area of Link (G− F)
PQMi is in the UP-area of Link (G− F)
PQMi is not on Link (G− F)

(29)

(30)

(31)

where ni0 is used to identify whether PQMi is a direction misjudgment point or conflict point, and ρi
denotes the relative position of PQMi and Link (G− F) . The values setting of ni0 and ρi are done according
to their relative impacts to the reliability of the location result. The value range of H is H ∈ (e−4 , 1),
where a higher value of H indicates a higher reliability.
6. Case Study
6.1. Simulation Model Description
Figure 14 shows the topology of an IEEE 13 node test feeder with a nominal voltage of
115 kV/4.16 kV and a nominal power capacity of 5000 kVA [30]. There are 18 lines in the system,
numbered from L1 to L18 . For the NPQMS, the monitors marked in Figure 14 include both 13 actual
PQMs and 5 virtual PQMs (N = 18).
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Figure 14. IEEE 13 node test feeder with DG integration.

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we use three settings to generate different
cases of direction misjudgments at some PQMs as follows:
1.
2.
3.

GWN with the mean value in range of [−5%, +5%] Piss are added to some monitoring points,
where Piss is the steady-state active power at PQMi .
A DG with 10% S N is connected to Node 646, where S N is the nominal power capacity of
the system.
Three different kinds of events are used to simulate the voltage-sag disturbance, including the
line to ground fault, capacitor switching (550 kVar) and starting of large-size induction motor
(37.3 kW).

Four typical transient voltage disturbance events for tests, including their locations, causes and
DG integration, are shown in Table 1. The threshold values in Equations (3), (5) and (11) are
set as: θ1 = 0.8, θ2 = 0.5, θ3 = 0.8, k = 3 and λ = 2. The simulations are performed in
MATLAB/simulink environment.
Table 1. Description of different transient voltage disturbance events.
Event

Event Location

Event Cause

DG Integration

Adding Points of GWN

F1
F2
F3
F4

L14
L5
L17
L1

Starting of motor
Line to ground
Capacitor switching
Line to ground

No
Yes
Yes
Yes

M7 , M11 , M13
M3 , M7 , M11
M3 , M7 , M11
None

6.2. Credibility Analysis
With the PQ simulation data obtained at each PQM in the model, the complete direction-matrixes
D1,N ×1 and D2,N ×1 can be generated by the DP algorithm and the DE algorithm, respectively.
According to the analysis in Section 3, the three credibility factors αv,i , β v,i , χv,i will be calculated.
Then, according to the basic strategies of credibility analysis and fusion shown in Figure 12,
all basic credibilities of the direction-judgments from both DP and DE algorithms and their fusion
credibilities for the four disturbance events are calculated, as shown in Figure 15. Comparing the
direction-judgments in these figures and the layout of all PQMs in Figure 14, the direction misjudgment
points and conflict points for all these four disturbance events are shown in Table 2.
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Figure 15. Distribution of basic credibilities and fusion credibilities for each disturbance event.
(a) Event F1 ; (b) Event F2 ; (c) Event F3 ; (d) Event F4 .
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Table 2. Direction misjudgments and conflict points.
Event

Direction Misjudgment

Conflict Point

Conflict Weakening

DG Verification

F1
F2
F3
F4

M7 , M11 , M13
M3 , M7 , M11
M3 , M7 , M11
M4 , M17

M7 , M11
M3 , M7
M3
None

No
Yes
Yes
No

No
No
Yes
Yes

The conflict weakening was not activated because there is no conflict point in event F4 and the
two conflict points in event F1 (M7 , M11 ) are not in the top 30% of the sorted set { M ( Pi )|i = 1, 2, ..., N };
it was, however, activated in events F2 and F3 to reduce the fusion credibility of the conflict points.
Taking the event F2 for example, there were three direction misjudgment points in the whole NPQMS,
and the two conflict points at M3 and M7 both activated the conflict weakening process as their fusion
credibilities are in the top 30% of the sorted set. It is also notable that only a few non-conflict points
with relatively larger basic credibilities by both criteria have noticeably increased fusion credibility;
the fusion credibility on other measuring points were all lower than their basic credibilities. This means
that, with the credibility fusion and conflict weakening, the location result of TVDS depends more on
monitoring points with the same sign and relatively larger basic credibility according to the two criteria.
The configurations in Tables 1 and 2 have considered major factors for the TDVS location with
fault tolerance, including different locations and causes of TVDS, settings of GWN and DG integration,
and scenarios of direction misjudgment, conflict points and conflict weakening. Four events under
testing are comprehensive combinations of these factors verify the effectiveness of the proposed
methods in different scenarios.
6.3. Decision-Making and Performance Comparison
After the complete coverage-matrix CL× N and the fusion direction-matrix D 0N ×1 are obtained,
the location results of TVDS for each disturbance event will be determined. To demonstrate the
fault-tolerant capacity of the IF-based location approach, we compared it with the traditional
matrix-based (TM) methods [8,9] and the disturbance measuring (DM) algorithm [20]. The criteria
and main features of them are shown in Table 3. All these three methods belong to the first location
strategy that are based on the graph theory and matrix algorithm, and the proposed IF-based location
approach can be viewed as an improved method of the other two methods.
Table 3. Criteria and features of different methods.
Method

Criterion for TVDS Location

Credibility Factors

DG Integration

TM
DM
IF

If r j = max {r1 , ..., r L } = N, L j is TVDS
If r j = max {r1 , ..., r L }, L j is TVDS
V
If r 0j = max {r10 , ..., r 0L } δj0 = −1, L j0 is TVDS

Not considered
Partly consideration
Comprehensive consideration

Not considered
Not considered
Considered (two rules)

The location results are shown in Table 4. The location results showed that, for each case with
direction misjudgment points, all the two existing matrix-based methods failed to locate the TVDS
correctly. According to the criteria of TVDS location in the TM method, the TVDS cannot be determined
if the maximum element in the result-matrix (i.e., r j = max {r1 , ..., r L }) is unequal to N. In contrast,
the proposed IF-based approach predicted correctly in all cases, for its comprehensive consideration
for the multi-information, such as multiple credibility factors, DG integration, multi-evidence, and etc.
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Table 4. Location Result of Different Methods.
Event

Method

Max in R or R

F1

TM
DM
IF

F2

F3

F4

0

TVDS

δj

H

Result

r14 = 16
r13 = 6.31
0 = 0.85
r14

–
L13
L14

–
–
–

–
–
0.73

F
×
√

TM
DM
IF

r5 = 16
r11 = 5.44
r50 = 0.83

–
L11
L5

–
–
–

–
–
0.77

F
×
√

TM
DM
IF

r18 = 14
r11 = 4.19
0 = 0.89
r17

–
L11
L17

–
–
−1

–
–
0.76

F
×
√

TM
DM

r17 = 18
r17 = 8.63

–
–

×
×
√

IF

L17
–
L17
–
Primary: L17
+1
0
r17 = 1.0
Adjusted: L1
−1
√
F = Failed, × = Incorrect, = Correct.

0.71

Note that the DG verification process was activated for the events F3 and F4 , because both their
primary location results were on Link (G− DG) . However, as shown in Figure 15c,d, the DG correction
process was only activated for the event F4 , because only one partial verification factor δ17 among the
primary location results was equal to +1. It indicated that the primary location result L17 in the event
F4 was incorrect because of the DG integration, and we could obtain the adjusted location result L1
according to δ1 = −1 on Link (G− DG) . The values of H also showed the reliability for each location
result of the TVDS. The relatively low reliability in event F4 was due to all its misjudgment points , i.e.,
M4 and M17 , only taking place in the DOWN-area of Link (G− F) .
6.4. Analysis of Fault Tolerance
With different positions and causes of TVDS as well as settings of GWN and DG integration,
we have set up three hundred tests in five groups according to the number of direction misjudgments.
For each of these five groups, we compare the fault tolerance of the proposed IF approach with the TM
algorithm and the DM algorithm. The results are shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Comparison of fault tolerance of three location approaches.
Misjudgments

Test Times

0
1
2
3
4
Total

60
60
60
60
60
300

TM

DM

Proposed IF

Correct

%

Correct

%

Correct

%

60
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
60

100
–
–
–
–
20.0

60
53
43
38
31
225

100
88.3
71.7
63.3
51.6
75.0

60
58
55
54
52
279

100
96.7
91.7
90.0
86.7
93.0

N/A: Not applicable.

According to the above data, the performances of both the TM and the DM algorithms are far from
satisfactory in the presence of direction misjudgments in the NPQMS. The TM algorithm only works
with the absolute reliability of all direction-judgments. The DM algorithm locates the TVDS correctly in
165 of 240 tests with direction misjudgments (75% accuracy on average). For the proposed IF approach,
there are only 22 mistakes (93% accuracy on average). The proposed IF approach provides a remarkable
improvement with fault-tolerant capability by taking into full account of different influence factors,
multiple criteria of direction-judgment, and verification of DG integration.
Several factors may be related to the mis-location of TVDS in the proposed IF method, including:
•

The number of direction misjudgments: more direction misjudgments lead to higher probability
of location failure.
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The position of the direction misjudgments: if direction misjudgments occur in the DOWN-area
of the TVDS, it has higher probability of location failure.
The credibility of the direction misjudgments: if credibility of the point with direction
misjudgment is relatively high, it has higher probability of location failure.
The relevancy of the direction misjudgments: strong relevance of the direction misjudgments, i.e.,
all misjudgments are located along the same link, leads to higher probability of location failure.

•
•

As shown in Table 6, two typical tests are provided to show the failure cases of TVDS location
with the proposed IF approach. For event F5 , both the two direction misjudgments M11 and M13 are in
the down-area of the TVDS (i.e., L7 ). In event F6 , the number of direction misjudgments is relatively
large (four misjudgments at M3 , M4 , M17 ,and M18 ), and there is strong relevance among M4 , M17 and
M18 as they are located on the same link.
Table 6. Two typical tests of failure for TVDS location.
Event

Event Location

DG Integration

Direction Misjudgment

Conflict Point

DG Verification

TVDS

Result

H

F5
F6

L7
L9

Yes
Yes

M11 , M13
M3 , M4 , M17 , M18

-

-

L13
L18

×
×

0.614
0.611

× = Incorrect.

Moreover, the probabilistic character of the location failure can be reflected in the reliability
evaluation of location result, as shown in the latter part of Equation (26). The choices of parameter in
Equations (27) and (28) partially underscore these probabilistic tendencies. By comparing the reliability
coefficients H in Tables 4 and 6, the values of H in the events F5 and F6 are significantly smaller,
which means the location results for F5 and F6 have lower reliability.
7. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed an information fusion based approach to TVDS location with
fault-tolerant capacity in the DG integrated smart distribution grid. Based on the assumption of
the complete observability of the power quality information in the NPQMS, the multi-credibility
fusion algorithm integrates three influence factors and two criteria to quantify the reliability of
the direction-judgment of TVDS at each PQM. Combined with the strategy of conflict weakening,
the proposed IF-based approach improves the fault-tolerant capacity for TVDS location for distribution
grids with a tree topology with and without DG integration. In the presence of DG integration,
two influence rules and a correction algorithm have addressed the direction misjudgments caused by
the DG integration at some PQMs, which significantly improved the fault-tolerance of TVDS location.
Simulation results on the IEEE 13 node test feeder validated the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
Compared with the existing matrix-based methods, the proposed approach holds the advantages of
high accuracy and fault-tolerance capability under various influence factors.
The future research work aims to improve the generic applications of the IF-based location strategy
of arbitrary topology and DG integration. In particular, theoretical foundation, simulation experiments
and field tests will comprise the major tasks to developed the influence rules and correction strategy of
DG integration for a circular topology and multiple DGs integration.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
PQ
PQM
NPQMS
TVDS
DP
DE
DG
IF
BPAF
GWN
TM
DM

Power quality
Power quality monitor
Networked power quality monitoring system
Transient voltage disturbance source
Disturbance power
Disturbance energy
Distributed generator
Information fusion
Basic probability assignment function
Gaussian white noise
Traditional matrix-based method
Disturbance measuring method
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